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Abstract
We show that the stress-energy tensor for a superstring in the AdS5×S5 back-
ground is written in a supersymmetric generalized “Sugawara” form. It is the “su-
pertrace” of the square of the right-invariant current which is the Noether cur-
rent satisfying the flatness condition. The Wess-Zumino term is taken into account
through the supersymmetric gauge connection in the right-invariant currents, there-
fore the obtained stress-energy tensor is κ invariant. The integrability of the AdS
superstring provides an infinite number of the conserved “local” currents which are
supertraces of the n-th power of the right-invariant current. For even n the “local”
current reduces to terms proportional to the Virasoro constraint and the κ symme-
try constraint, while for odd n it reduces to a term proportional to the κ symmetry
constraint .
PACS: 11.30.Pb;11.17.+y;11.25.-w
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1 Introduction
The conjectured duality between the type IIB superstring theory on the AdS5×S5 space
(AdS superstring) and D = 4, N = 4 Yang-Mills theory [1, 2, 3] has been driven not
only studies of variety of background theories but also studies of basic aspects such as
integrability. The approach of the pp-wave background superstring theory [4] was explored
by Berenstein, Maldacena and Nastase [5] and developed in, for example [6, 7]. For
further development Mandal, Suryanarayan and Wadia pointed out the relevance with
the integrability [8], and Bethe anzatz approach was explored by Minahan and Zarembo
[9] and in for example [10, 11, 12]. The integrability is a powerful aspect expected in
the large N QCD [13] and shown to exist in the IIB superstring theory on the AdS5×S5
space by Bena, Polchinski and Roiban [14]. The integrability provides hidden symmetry
generated by an infinite number of conserved “non-local” charges [15, 16] as well as an
infinite number of conserved “local” charges [17] which are related by a spectral parameter
at different points. Related aspects on the integrability of the AdS superstring were
discussed in [18].
Recently the conformal symmetry of AdS superstrings was conjectured due to the κ
symmetry [19]. The classical conformal symmetry of the AdS superstring theory also
leads to an infinite number of conserved Virasoro operators. The naive questions are how
the conformal generator is related to the infinite number of conserved “local” currents,
and how many independent conserved currents exist. For principal chiral models the
stress-energy tensor is written by trace of the square of the conserved flat current; for
reviews see refs. [20, 8]. For the AdS superstring theory the Wess-Zumino term and
the κ symmetry make a difference. Recently issues related to the integrability and the
conformal symmetry of the AdS superstring theory have been discussed [21, 22, 23]. In
this paper we will obtain the expression of the conformal generator, which is the stress-
energy tensor relating to the lowest spin “local” current, and we calculate the higher spin
“local” currents to clarify independent components.
The AdS space contains the Ramond/Ramond flux which causes difficulty of the stan-
dard Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond (NSR) formulation of the superstring theory. The AdS
superstring was described in the Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism by Metsaev and Tseytlin
based on the coset PSU(2,2|4)/[SO(4,1)×SO(5)] [24]. Later Roiban and Siegel reformulate
it in terms of the unconstrained GL(4|4) supermatrix coordinate based on an alternative
coset GL(4|4)/[Sp(4)×GL(1)]2 [25]. In this formalism the local Lorentz is gauged, and
it turns out that this treatment is essential for separation into +/− modes (right/left
moving modes) easier. Furthermore the fermionic constraint including the first class and
second class is necessary for separation of the fermionic modes into +/− modes. As the
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first step toward the CFT formulation of the AdS superstring, the affine Sugawara con-
struction [26], the Virasoro algebra and the algebra of currents carrying the space-time
indices are also listed.
The organization of this paper is the following; in the next section the notation is
introduced. In section 3 we analyze the superparticle in the AdS5×S5 space, and the
relation between the reparametrization constraint and the conserved right invariant (RI)
current is given. In section 4 we analyze the superstring in the AdS5×S5 space, and the
infinite number of conserved currents are presented both from the conformal point of view
and from the integrability point of view. We show that the stress-energy tensor is written
by the “supertrace” of the square of the RI current as the lowest spin “local” current.
Then we calculate higher spin “local” currents to clarify independent components of the
“local” currents.
2 GL(4|4) covariant coset
We review the Roiban-Siegel formulation of the AdS5×S5 coset [25] and follow the notation
in [29]. The coset GL(4|4)/[GL(1)×Sp(4)]2 is used instead of PSU(2,2|4)/[SO(4,1)×SO(5)]
for the linear realization of the global symmetry after Wick rotations and introducing the
auxiliary variables. A coset element ZM
A is an unconstrained matrix defined on a world-
volume carrying indices M = (m, m¯), A = (a, a¯) with m, m¯, a, a¯ = 1, · · · , 4. The left
invariant (LI) current, LL, is invariant under the left action ZM
A → ΛMNZNA with a
global parameter GL(4|4)∋ Λ
(JL)A
B = (Z−1dZ)A
B . (2.1)
The LI current satisfies the flatness condition by definition
dJL = −JLJL . (2.2)
The right invariant (RI) current, JR, is invariant under the right action ZM
A → ZMBλBA
with a local parameter [Sp(4)⊗GL(1)]2 ∋ λ
(JR)M
N = (DZZ−1)MN , (DZ)MA ≡ dZMA + ZMBABA (2.3)
with
A → λAλ−1 + (dλ)λ−1 , (2.4)
and
dJR = JRJR + Z(dA−AA)Z−1 . (2.5)
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Originally A is bosonic [Sp(4)⊗GL(1)]2 ∋A, but we will show that the fermionic constraint
i.e. κ symmetry gives fermionic components of A.
The conjugate momenta are introduced
{ZMA,ΠBN} = (−)AδABδNM (2.6)
as the graded Poisson bracket and {q, p} = −(−)qp{p, q}. There are also two types of
differential operators; the global symmetry generator (left action generator), GM
N , and
the supercovariant derivatives (right action generator), DA
B,
GM
N = ZM
AΠA
N , DA
B = ΠA
MZM
B . (2.7)
In our coset approach 8 × 8 = 64 variables for ZMA are introduced and auxiliary vari-
ables are eliminated by the following constraints corresponding to the stability group
[Sp(4)×GL(1)]2,
(D)(ab) = (D¯)(a¯b¯) = tr D = tr D¯ ≡ 0 , (2.8)
where the bosonic components are denoted by boldfaced characters as Dab ≡ Dab and
D¯a¯b¯ ≡ Da¯b¯ of (2.7). The number of the coset constraints is 10 + 10 + 1 + 1 = 22, so the
number of the coset parameters is 64 − 22 = 42 where 10 bosons and 32 fermions. The
[Sp(4)]2 invariant metric is anti-symmetric and a matrix is decomposed into trace part,
anti-symmetric-traceless part and the symmetric part, denoted by
Mab = −1
4
ΩabM
c
c +M〈ab〉 +M(ab) ≡ −1
4
Ω trM+ 〈M〉+ (M) , (2.9)
with M(ab) =
1
2
(Mab +Mba), and similar notation for the barred sector.
Both GM
N and DA
B in (2.7) satisfy GL(4|4) algebra. If we focus on the AdS super-
algebra part, the global symmetry generators GM
N satisfies the global AdS superalgebra
{QAα, QB,β} = −2 [τ3ABPαβ + ǫABMαβ ] (2.10)
Q1α = Gmm¯ +Gm¯m
Q2α = Gmm¯ −Gm¯m
Pαβ = G〈mn〉Ωm¯n¯ −G〈m¯n¯〉Ωmn · · · total momentum
Mαβ = −G(mn)Ωm¯n¯ +G(m¯n¯)Ωmn · · · total Lorentz .
The right hand side of (2.10) can not be diagonalized by the real SO(2) rotation of QA’s
because of the total Lorentz charge term with ǫAB. On the other hand the local AdS
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supersymmetry algebra is given by
{dAα, dB,β} = 2 [τ3ABp˜αβ + ǫABmαβ] (2.11)
d1α = Daa¯ + D¯a¯a
d2α = Daa¯ − D¯a¯a
p˜αβ = D〈ab〉Ωa¯b¯ − D¯〈a¯b¯〉Ωab · · · local LI momentum
mαβ = −D(ab)Ωa¯b¯ + D¯(a¯b¯)Ωab · · · local Lorentz .
In our coset approach the local Lorentz generator is a constraint (2.8), so the local super-
covariant derivative dAα’s can be separated into;
{d1α, d2β} = 2mαβ ≡ 0 , {d1α, d1β} = 2p˜αβ , {d2α, d2β} = −2p˜αβ (2.12)
Although the global superalgebra can not be separated into irreducible algebras in the
AdS background, the local superalgebra can be separated into irreducible sets on the
GL(4|4) covariant coset approach. This property allows simpler description of the AdS
superstring as the flat case at least in the classical mechanics level.
3 AdS Superparticle
We begin with the action for a superparticle in the AdS5×S5
S =
∫
dτ
1
2e
{
−J〈ab〉τ Jτ,〈ab〉 + J¯〈a¯b¯〉τ J¯τ,〈a¯b¯〉
}
. (3.1)
Here we omit the upper-subscript L for the LI currents and their components are denoted
as
(JLµ)A
B =
(
Jµ,a
b jµ,a
b¯
j¯µ,a¯
b J¯µ,a¯
b¯
)
. (3.2)
From the definition of the canonical conjugates, ΠA
M = δS/δ∂τZM
A(−)A, we have the
following primary constraints [29]
AP = 1
2
tr
[〈D〉2 − 〈D¯〉2] = 0 , Dab¯ = D¯a¯b = 0 (3.3)
with
DA
B =
(
Da
b Da
b¯
D¯a¯
b D¯a¯
b¯
)
. (3.4)
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The Hamiltonian is chosen as
H = −AP = −1
2
tr
[〈D〉2 − 〈D¯〉2] (3.5)
and the τ -derivative is determined by the Poisson bracket with H, ∂τO = {O,H}. The
fact that a half of the fermionic constraints is second class requires the Dirac bracket
in general. Fortunately the Dirac bracket with the Hamiltonian is equal to its Poisson
bracket because the fermionic constrains are H invariant.
The LI current is calculated as
JLτ = Z
−1∂τZ =
(
〈D〉 0
0 〈D¯〉
)
, ∂τJ
L = 0 . (3.6)
The RI current, generating the global GL(4|4) symmetry, is given as
JRτ ≡ ZΠ = Z
(
JLτ + Aτ
)
Z−1 , Aτ =
(
(D)− 1
4
ΩtrD D
D¯ (D¯)− 1
4
ΩtrD¯
)
. (3.7)
Although the stability group does not contain fermionic components originally, the fermionic
components of the gauge connection A in (3.7) is induced. It is noted that “A” is the
gauge connection distinguishing from the reparametrization constraint “A”. The RI cur-
rent is conserved, since the Hamiltonian is written by LI currents which are manifestly
global symmetry invariant
∂τJ
R = 0 . (3.8)
The κ symmetry generators are half of the fermionic constraints by projecting out
with the null vector as
BPab¯ = 〈D〉abDbb¯ +Daa¯〈D¯〉a¯b¯ , B¯Pa¯b = 〈D¯〉a¯b¯D¯b¯b + D¯a¯a〈D〉ab . (3.9)
If we construct the closed algebra including these κ generators with keeping the bilinear
of the fermionic constraints, the τ -reparametrization constraint, AP, is modified to [29]
A˜P = 1
2
tr
[〈D〉2 − 〈D¯〉2 + 2DD¯] . (3.10)
This expression appears in the Poisson bracket of B with B¯, when we keep the bilinear of
fermionic constrains. The RR flux is responsible for the last term “DD¯”. The term which
is bilinear of the constraints does not change the Poisson bracket since its bracket with
an arbitrary variable gives terms proportional to the constraints which are zero on the
constrained surface. In another word AP has an ambiguity of bilinear of the constraints,
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and the κ invariance fixes it. On the original coset constrained surface (2.8) it is also
rewritten as
A˜P = 1
2
Str [DA
B]2 =
1
2
Str [JRτ ]
2 . (3.11)
This is zero-mode contribution of the classical Virasoro constraint for a superstring in the
AdS5×S5 background.
4 AdS Superstring
4.1 Conserved currents
We take the action for a superstring in the AdS5×S5 given by
S =
∫
d2σ
1
2
{
−√−ggµν(J〈ab〉µ Jν,〈ab〉 − J¯〈a¯b¯〉µ J¯ν,〈a¯b¯〉) +
k
2
ǫµν(E1/2jab¯µ jν,ab¯ −E−1/2j¯ a¯bµ j¯ν,a¯b)
}
(4.1)
where “k” represents the WZ term contribution with k = 1 and E = sdetZM
A. The
consistent τ and σ reparametrization generators [29] are
A⊥ = A0⊥ + k tr
[−E1/4Fjσ + E−1/4F¯ j¯σ]
A‖ = A0‖ + k tr
[
E−1/4F j¯σ − E1/4F¯ jσ
]
(4.2)
with the following primary constraints
A0⊥ = 1
2
tr
[
(〈D〉2 + 〈Jσ〉2)− (〈D¯〉2 + 〈J¯σ〉2)
]
= 0
A0‖ = tr
[〈D〉〈Jσ〉 − 〈D¯〉〈J¯σ〉] = 0 (4.3)
Fab¯ = E
1/4Dab¯ +
k
2
E−1/4(j¯σ)b¯a = 0
F¯a¯b = E
−1/4D¯a¯b +
k
2
E1/4(jσ)ba¯ = 0 . (4.4)
Their Poisson brackets are
{A⊥(σ),A⊥(σ′)} = 2A‖(σ)∂σδ(σ − σ′) + ∂σA‖(σ)δ(σ − σ′){A⊥(σ),A‖(σ′)} = 2A⊥(σ)∂σδ(σ − σ′) + ∂σA⊥(σ)δ(σ − σ′) (4.5){A‖(σ),A‖(σ′)} = 2A‖(σ)∂σδ(σ − σ′) + ∂σA‖(σ)δ(σ − σ′) .
The Hamiltonian is chosen as
H = −
∫
dσA⊥ (4.6)
= −
∫
dσtr
[
1
2
{〈D〉2 + 〈Jσ〉2 − 〈D¯〉2 − 〈J¯σ〉2}+ (kE−1/2D¯j¯σ − kE1/2Djσ + jσ j¯σ)
]
.
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From now on E = 1 gauge is taken using the local GL(1) invariance. The global GL(1)
symmetry is broken by the WZ term.
Using the Hamiltonian in (4.6) the τ -derivative of A⊥ and A‖ are given as
∂τA⊥ = ∂σA‖ , ∂τA‖ = ∂σA⊥ . (4.7)
Although the coset parameter ZM
A does not satisfy the world-sheet free wave equation,
it is essential to introduce the world-sheet lightcone coordinate
σ± = τ ± σ , ∂± = 1
2
(∂τ ± ∂σ) . (4.8)
The differential equations (4.7) are rewritten as
∂−A+ = 0 , ∂+A− = 0 , A± = A⊥ ±A‖ , (4.9)
so the infinite number of the conserved currents are
∂−
[
f(σ+)A+
]
= 0 , ∂+
[
f(σ−)A−
]
= 0 (4.10)
with an arbitrary function f . Then there exist infinite number of conserved charges
∂−
[∫
dσ f(σ+)A+
]
= 0 , ∂+
[∫
dσ f(σ−)A−
]
= 0 . (4.11)
On the other hand the integrability of the superstring will provide the infinite number
of “local” charges as well as the “non-local” charges written down in [30]. The LI currents
is given by

JLτ =
(
〈D〉 −kj¯σ
−kjσ 〈D¯〉
)
=
(
〈D〉 2D − 2F
2D¯ − 2F¯ 〈D¯〉
)
≈
(
〈D〉 2D
2D¯ 〈D¯〉
)
JLσ =
(
Jσ jσ
j¯σ J¯σ
)
where the τ component is determined by (4.6). The LI currents satisfy the flatness
condition but does not satisfy the conservation law. The RI currents are obtained in [30]
as 

JRτ = ZDZ
−1 = Z(JLτ + Aτ )Z
−1
JRσ = Z(J
L
σ + Aσ)Z
−1 , JLσ + Aσ =
(
〈Jσ〉 F¯ + 12jσ
F + 1
2
j¯σ 〈J¯σ〉
)
(4.12)
where the gauge connection Aµ is

Aτ =
(
(D)− 1
4
ΩtrD −D
−D¯ (D¯)− 1
4
ΩtrD¯
)
Aσ =
(
−(Jσ) + 14ΩtrJσ F¯ − 12jσ
F − 1
2
j¯σ −(J¯σ) + 14ΩtrJ¯σ
) .
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The fermionic components of Aµ appear again. In this paper the fermionic constraints,
F and F¯ , in the fermionic components of Aσ are kept while they were absent in our
previous paper [30] depending on the treatment of the constraint bilinear terms. Then
the integrability of the superstring leads to the current conservation and the flatness
condition for the RI current;
∂τJ
R
τ = ∂σJ
R
σ , ∂τJ
R
σ − ∂σJRτ = 2
[
JRτ , J
R
σ
]
. (4.13)
They are rewritten as
∂−J
R
+ =
[
JR− , J
R
+
]
, ∂+J
R
− =
[
JR+ , J
R
−
]
, JR± = J
R
τ ± JRσ . (4.14)
Taking the supertrace, denoting “Str”, leads to the infinite number of conserved “local”
currents because JRµ are supermatrices,
∂− Str
[
(JR+ )
n
]
= 0 , ∂+ Str
[
(JR−)
n
]
= 0 , n = 1, 2, · · · . (4.15)
It gives the infinite number of conserved “local” charges
∂τ
[∫
dσ f(σ+)Str(JR+ )
n
]
= 0 , ∂τ
[∫
dσ f(σ−)Str(JR− )
n
]
= 0 . (4.16)
In this way classical 2-dimensional conformal symmetry and integrability of AdS su-
perstring lead to two infinite sets of conserved currents, (4.10) and (4.15). In next sections
the relation between them is examined.
4.2 Stress-energy tensor (n = 2)
The “+/−” (right/left moving) modes of the RI currents on the original coset constrained
space (2.8) are written as
JR± = Z
(
〈D±〉 D ± (F¯ + 12jσ)
D¯ ± (F + 1
2
j¯σ) 〈D¯±〉
)
Z−1 = Z
(
〈D±〉 d± + 12j±
±(d± − 12j±) 〈D¯±〉
)
Z−1
(4.17)
with
D± = D± Jσ , D¯± = D¯± J¯σ , d± = F ± F¯ , j± = jτ ± jσ = −j¯σ ± jσ (4.18)
carrying the LI currents indices, AB. This is supertraceless, StrJR± = 0, so n = 1 case of
(4.15) gives just trivial equation.
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Let us look at the n = 2 case of (4.15), Str
[
(JR± )
2
]
. Then the “+” sector is written as
1
2
Str
[
(JR+ )
2
]
=
1
2
Str

( 〈D+〉 d+ + 12j+
d+ − 12j+ 〈D¯+〉
)2
=
1
2
tr
[
〈D+〉2 − 〈D¯+〉2 + 2(d+ + 1
2
j+)(d+ − 1
2
j+)
]
= tr
[
1
2
(〈D+〉2 − 〈D¯+〉2)+ j+d+
]
. (4.19)
The “−” sector is
1
2
Str
[
(JR− )
2
]
= tr
[
1
2
(〈D−〉2 − 〈D¯−〉2)− j−d−
]
. (4.20)
On the other hand the conformal symmetry generator A± is rewritten from the relation
(4.2) and (4.18) as
A± = tr
[
1
2
(〈D±〉2 − 〈D¯±〉2)± j±d±
]
=
1
2
Str
[
(JR± )
2
]
. (4.21)
If we take care of the square of the fermionic constraints, the closure of the first class
constraint set including the κ symmetry generators,
B± = 〈D±〉d± + d±〈D¯±〉 (4.22)
determines the ambiguity of bilinear of the constraints as
A˜± = tr
[
1
2
(〈D±〉2 − 〈D¯±〉2)± (1
2
d∓ + j±)d±
]
= A± + trFF¯ (4.23)
obtained in [29] as a generator of the ABCD constraint set known to exist for a superstring
in a flat space [27, 28]. Then the stress-energy tensor is
T±± ≡ A˜± ≈ A± = StrJR±JR± . (4.24)
This is κ symmetric stress-energy tensor in a supersymmetric generalization of Sugawara
form.
4.3 Supercovariant derivative algebra
Existence of the conformal invariance should present the irreducible coset components of
supercovariant derivatives [29];
〈D±〉 = 〈D〉 ± 〈Jσ〉 , 〈D¯±〉 = 〈D¯〉 ± 〈J¯σ〉
d± = F ± F¯ = (D ± 1
2
jσ)± (D¯ ± 1
2
j¯σ) .
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On the constraint surface (2.8) and (4.4) the +/− sector supercovariant derivatives
are separated as
{〈D+〉ab(σ), 〈D−〉cd(σ′)} = 2Ω〈c|〈b(D)a〉|d〉δ(σ − σ′) ≡ 0{〈D+〉ab(σ), d−,cd¯(σ′)} = Ωc〈bd+,a〉d¯δ(σ − σ′) = Ωc〈b(F + F¯ )a〉d¯δ(σ − σ′) ≈ 0{
d+,ab¯(σ), d−,cd¯(σ
′)
}
= 2
[
Ωac(D¯)b¯d¯ + Ωb¯d¯(D)ac
]
δ(σ − σ′) ≡ 0
with analogous relation for the barred sector, 〈D¯±〉.
The “+” sector supercovariant derivative algebra is
{〈D+〉ab(σ), 〈D+〉cd(σ′)} = 2Ω〈c|〈bΩa〉|d〉δ′(σ − σ′) + 4Ω〈c|〈b(Jσ)a〉|d〉δ(σ − σ′)
≡ 2Ω〈c|〈b∇a〉|d〉δ(σ − σ′){
d+,ab¯(σ), d+,cd¯(σ
′)
}
= 2
[
Ωb¯d¯〈D+〉ac − Ωac〈D¯+〉b¯d¯
]
δ(σ − σ′){〈D+〉ab(σ), d+,cd¯(σ′)} = Ωc〈b(d− + 2j+)a〉d¯δ(σ − σ′) ≈ 2Ωc〈bω+,a〉d¯δ(σ − σ′){
d+,ab¯(σ), ω+,cd¯(σ
′)
}
= −2Ωb¯d¯Ωacδ′(σ − σ′)2
[−Ωb¯d¯(Jσ)ac − Ωac(J¯σ)b¯d¯] δ(σ − σ′)
≡ −2∇b¯d¯;acδ(σ − σ′)
(4.25){〈D+〉ab(σ), ω+,cd¯(σ′)} = Ωc〈bω−,a〉d¯δ(σ − σ′){
ω+,ab¯(σ), ω+,cd¯(σ
′)
}
= 0
where
ω± = j± = −j¯σ ± jσ . (4.26)
This is comparable with the flat case where the non-local term, ∂σδ(σ − σ′), is replaced
by the local Lorentz ( [Sp(4)]2 ) covariant non-local term, ∇σδ(σ − σ′). For the fifth
Poisson bracket, {〈D+〉, ω}, it is zero for the flat case but it is not for the AdS case. For a
superstring in a flat space the consistency of the κ symmetry constraint requires the first
class constraint set, namely “ABCD” constraint, which are bilinear of the supercovariant
derivatives [27, 28]. For the AdS case the situation is completely the same, despite of this
anomalous term [29].
4.4 “Local” currents (n ≥ 3)
Next let us look at n ≥ 3 cases of the infinite number of conserved “local” current (4.15).
For simplicity we focus on the “+” sector and replace “ + ” by “ ˆ ”, as J+ → Jˆ . The
first three powers of the RI current, (JR)n with n = 1, 2, 3, are listed as below:[
Z−1JˆRZ
]
AB
=
(
〈Dˆ〉〈ab〉 (dˆ+ 12 jˆ)ab¯
±(dˆ− 1
2
jˆ)ba¯ 〈 ˆ¯D〉a¯b¯
)
(4.27)
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[
Z−1(JˆR)2Z
]
AB
= −1
4
(
Ωab tr(〈Dˆ〉2 + jˆdˆ)
Ωa¯b¯ tr(〈 ˆ¯D〉2 − jˆdˆ)
)
(4.28)
+
(
(dˆ2 − 1
4
jˆ2)(ab) + 〈jˆdˆ〉〈ab〉 Bˆab¯ + 12(〈Dˆ〉jˆ + jˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉)ab¯
Bˆba¯ − 12(〈Dˆ〉jˆ + jˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉)ba¯ (dˆ2 − 14 jˆ2)(a¯b¯) − 〈jˆdˆ〉〈a¯b¯〉
)
[
Z−1(JˆR)3Z
]
AB
=
1
4

 Ωab tr
[
Bˆjˆ − (〈Dˆ〉dˆ)jˆ
]
−Ωa¯b¯ tr
[
Bˆjˆ − (dˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉)jˆ
]

 (4.29)
−


[
1
4
tr(〈Dˆ〉2 + jˆdˆ) 〈Dˆ〉 − 〈Dˆ〉(jˆdˆ) + Bˆjˆ
]
〈ab〉
1
4
tr(〈Dˆ〉2 − 〈 ˆ¯D〉2) (dˆ+ 1
2
jˆ)ab¯
1
4
tr(〈Dˆ〉2 − 〈 ˆ¯D〉2) (dˆ− 1
2
jˆ)ba¯
[
1
4
tr(〈 ˆ¯D〉2 + jˆdˆ) 〈 ˆ¯D〉 − (jˆdˆ)〈 ˆ¯D〉 − Bˆjˆ
]
〈a¯b¯〉


+


[
2(dˆ2 − 1
4
jˆ2)〈Dˆ〉+ dˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉dˆ− 1
4
jˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉jˆ
]
(ab)
−1
4
tr(jˆdˆ)(dˆ+ 1
2
jˆ)ab¯ +
[
〈Dˆ〉(dˆ+ 1
2
jˆ)〈 ˆ¯D〉
]
ab¯
1
4
tr(jˆdˆ)(dˆ− 1
2
jˆ)ba¯ +
[
〈Dˆ〉(dˆ− 1
2
jˆ)〈 ˆ¯D〉
]
ba¯
[
2(dˆ2 − 1
4
jˆ2)〈 ˆ¯D〉+ dˆ〈Dˆ〉dˆ− 1
4
jˆ〈Dˆ〉jˆ
]
(a¯b¯)


+


[{
(dˆ2 − 1
4
jˆ2) + 〈jˆdˆ〉
}
(dˆ+ 1
2
jˆ)
]
ab¯[{
(dˆ2 − 1
4
jˆ2)− 〈jˆdˆ〉
}
(dˆ− 1
2
jˆ)
]
a¯b


In this computation 5-dimensional γ-matrix relations are used, for example V〈ab〉U〈bc〉 +
U〈ab〉V〈bc〉 =
1
2
δac trVU for bosonic vectors V, U.
The conserved “local” current with n = 3 becomes
Str(JˆR)3 = tr
[
2Bˆjˆ − (〈Dˆ〉dˆ)jˆ − (dˆ〈 ˆ¯D〉)jˆ
]
= tr (Bˆjˆ) (4.30)
where Bˆ is the κ generating constraint (4.22). The conserved “local” current with n = 4
becomes
Str(JˆR)4 = −1
2
tr
(
〈Dˆ〉2 + 〈 ˆ¯D〉2
)
Aˆ+ ( · · · ) tr (Bˆjˆ) . (4.31)
The conserved “local” current with n = 5, 6 are given as; Str(JˆR)5 =( Bˆ dependent terms),
Str(JˆR)6 =( Aˆ and Bˆ dependent terms). In general for even n = 2m its bosonic part is
given as
Str(JˆR)2m |bosonic =
(
tr〈Dˆ〉2
)m
−
(
tr〈 ˆ¯D〉2
)m
= tr
(
〈Dˆ〉2 − 〈 ˆ¯D〉2
) {(
tr〈Dˆ〉2
)m−1
+ · · ·+
(
tr〈 ˆ¯D〉2
)m−1}
⇒ (· · ·)Aˆ+ ( · · · ) tr (Bˆjˆ) (4.32)
where the last equality is guaranteed by the κ invariance. It is also pointed out that the
conserved supertraces of multilinears in the currents factorize in traces of lower number
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of currents and that for an even number of currents one of the factors is the stress tensor
in [14]. For odd n = 2m+ 1 its bosonic part is given as
Str(JˆR)2m+1 |bosonic = 0 ⇒ ( · · · ) tr (Bˆjˆ) (4.33)
where the possible fermionic variable dependence is a term proportional to Bˆ guaranteed
by the κ invariance.
In this way, after taking supertrace the even n-th power of JR reduces terms propor-
tional to A and B, and the odd n-th power of JR reduces a term proportional to B only.
In this paper CD constraints in the ABCD first class constraint set are not introduced for
simpler argument, and set to zero because they are bilinears of constraints.
5 Conclusion and discussions
We obtained the expression of the conserved “local” currents derived from the integrability
of a superstring in the AdS5×S5 background. The infinite number of the conserved “local”
currents are written by the supertrace of the n-th power of the RI currents. The lowest
nontrivial case, n = 2, is nothing but the stress-energy tensor which is also Virasoro
constraint, Str(JR)2± in (4.19) and (4.20). For even n the “local” current reduces to
terms proportional to the Virasoro constraint and the κ symmetry constraint. For odd
n it reduces to a term proportional to the κ symmetry constraint. In another word the
integrability reduces to the AB(CD) first class constraint set where A is the Virasoro
generator and B is the κ symmetry generator. The ABCD first class constraint set is the
local symmetry generator of superstrings both on the flat space and on the AdS space.
It is natural that the physical degrees of freedom of a superstring is common locally,
independently of flat or AdS backgrounds.
It seems that the combination of the B±j± in (4.30) plays the role of the world-sheet
supersymmetry operator in a sense of the grading of the conformal generator. However
it is not straightforward to construct the worldsheet supersymmetry operator. As in the
flat case where the lightcone gauge makes the relation between the GS fermion and the
NSR fermion more transparent, the κ gauge fixing will be a clue to make a connection
to the world-sheet supersymmetry. We leave this problem in addition to the quantization
problem for future investigations.
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